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CHESTER PASS ROAD 
Statement 

HON FRANK HOUGH (Agricultural) [5.42 pm]:  All I can say to Hon Alan Cadby is that politics is a dirty 
game.  I know how he feels but he should remember that from the lemon comes lemonade.  I trust it will for him 
and I hope it does because he is a damn good person. 

I asked a question without notice yesterday about Chester Pass Road, which runs from Lake Grace to Albany.  It 
is an ordinary, narrow road that was built 40-odd years ago for eight-tonne trucks.  I am referring to the grain 
season, which spans 200 days each year.  Working on the basis of a 10-hour day, Chester Pass Road has 16-
wheel trucks using it at the rate of 10 an hour.  That is a lot of 16-wheel trucks delivering wheat.  The minister is 
looking at me with interest.  I have the Australian Wheat Board figures for the tonnages of wheat factored 
through 16-wheel vehicles throughout the period.  Ten trucks an hour in a 10-hour day travelling one way 
represents 10 650 movements or 21 300 movements both ways.  Chester Pass Road is not a big road.  It goes 
through the Stirling Range.  A lot of tourists visit the Stirling Range; it is absolutely gorgeous.  A lot of Japanese 
and Chinese tourists stop and photograph kangaroos and the Porongurup Range.  It is gorgeous for tourists.  I 
have been told regularly that the tourists jump out of their motor vehicles - I have travelled the road many times - 
to take a photograph of a kangaroo or have a quick look but they leave open the doors.  There are often two 16-
wheel trucks travelling each way - one empty and one full - when these people have the car doors open.  There 
have been suggestions of what the truck drivers should do: shut their eyes and keep going.  However, that would 
not be good for our tourist trade.  It endangers many people travelling in the area along the Chester Pass Road.  
There is only one passing lane from Lake Grace to Albany, which is a few kilometres from Albany.  It is on the 
Borden side.  It is the only passing lane in 240 kilometres of single-lane road.  If two 16-wheel trucks are 
travelling either way, their outer wheels are in the gravel and there is one metre between them.  It creates a 
danger.  I am bringing up the complaints of the farming community.  I know many roads are like that in Western 
Australia and that we cannot fix them all in one hit.  This is an area of interest that is creating a danger.  Another 
example is the Mullewa road.  The wheat season is upon us.  The road is in desperate need of passing lanes along 
the 240 kilometres because of the big wheat season.  Approximately 130 000 tonnes of wheat come from Lake 
Grace and 150 000 tonnes from Pingrup.  Over 210 000 tonnes come from Newdegate.  In addition the wheat 
also comes from Borden, Nyabing and Ongerup.  There are 983 180 tonnes coming from those areas in total.  
That is quite a lot of wheat transported in the area.  It is a 40-year-old road that was developed for eight-tonne 
trucks but it is now handling 10 movements an hour of 16-wheel trucks over 200 days.  It is creating and will 
create a major problem.  The Government should have a serious look at building passing lanes between Borden 
and Albany, which accounts for the major traffic, and between Lake Grace and Borden.  My question without 
notice yesterday was whether the Government was going to address the safety concerns of mixing traffic.  I 
asked whether the Government had any plans.  I was advised that there are currently no plans to construct 
passing lanes on Chester Pass Road.  I was also advised - 

The current and projected traffic volumes and existing passing opportunities on Chester Pass Road 
outside the Albany CBD do not indicate that expenditure on additional passing lanes is warranted on the 
road at this time when compared with other higher priority roadworks around the State.  Main Roads 
periodically reviews the demands on the road network, including Chester Pass Road, and the provision 
of any required upgrading will be considered as part of future state budget considerations.  

I understand that but this part of the lower agricultural region is important to the people who live there.  Of 
course, there are other areas throughout the State that are just as important to different communities.  This area 
needs to be recognised.  I ask the Government to look carefully at this and perhaps undertake a study on Chester 
Pass Road to examine the amount of traffic in the current wheat season.  It should not cost the Government much 
because a survey could be undertaken by Main Roads.  It may be of great advantage to undertake an immediate 
study to see that the volumes are increasing based on the tonnage of trucks.   
 


